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**Abstract:** Foraging behaviors of bottlenose dolphins vary within and among populations, but few studies attempt to address the causes of individual variation in foraging behavior. We examined how ecological, social, and developmental factors relate to the use of a rare foraging tactic by wild bottlenose dolphins (*Tursiops* sp. Gervais, 1855) in Shark Bay, Western Australia. Beach hunting involves partial and nearly complete stranding on beach shores. Over 10 years of observation, only four adults and their calves were observed beach hunting in more than 1 year. Of two adult beach hunters observed in detail, one was more specialized in beach hunting than the other, indicating substantial flexibility in degree of use. Only calves born to beach hunters developed the tactic, although complete stranding was not observed at least up to 5 years of age. Beach hunters used shallow, inshore habitats significantly more than others and were more likely to hunt during incoming tide. Mitochondrial DNA haplotypes were not consistent with strict matrilineal transmission. Thus, beach hunting likely involves vertical social learning by calves, while individual, horizontal, and (or) oblique learning may occur among individuals who frequent coastal habitats.

**Résumé :** Les comportements alimentaires des grands dauphins varient à l’intérieur d’une population et d’une population à une autre, mais peu d’études s’intéressent aux causes de la variation individuelle du comportement alimentaire. Nous examinons comment les facteurs écologiques et sociaux et le développement influencent l’utilisation d’une tactique inséitée de recherche de nourriture chez les grands dauphins (*Tursiops* sp. Gervais, 1855) à Shark Bay, Australie Occidentale. La chasse sur la grève implique un échouement partiel ou presque total sur les plages de la côte. En 10 années d’observation, seuls quatre adultes et leurs petits ont été observés à chasser sur la grève plus d’une année. Des deux adultes observés en détail chassant sur la grève, un était plus spécialisé pour la chasse sur la grève que l’autre, faisant montre d’une grande flexibilité dans l’importance de l’utilisation qu’il en faisait. Seuls les petits nés de parents qui chassaient sur la grève développent cette tactique, bien que l’échouement total ne s’observe pas avant l’âge de 5 ans. Les chasseurs de grève utilisent les habitats peu profonds près des côtes significativement plus que les autres et ils sont plus susceptibles de chasser durant la marée montante. Les haplotypes d’ADN mitochondrial n’appuient pas une transmission matrilinéaire stricte. La chasse sur la grève implique donc vraisemblablement un apprentissage social vertical par les petits, alors qu’il peut se produire un apprentissage individuel, horizontal et(ou) oblique chez les individus qui fréquentent les habitats côtiers peu profonds.

[Traduit par la Rédaction]

**Introduction**

Foraging behaviors apparently unique to populations, research sites, and (or) individuals have steadily dotted the cetacean literature, with increasing attention being given to specialization (e.g., Nowacek 2002; Mann and Sargeant 2003) and social learning (e.g., Rendell and Whitehead 2001; Mann and Sargeant 2003). Despite descriptions of this foraging diversity in cetaceans, few studies directly address the mechanisms that promote such variation. To better understand this behavioral diversity, we examined social, ecological, and developmental factors involved in the development of an unusual foraging tactic used by wild bottlenose dolphins (*Tursiops* sp. Gervais, 1855) in Shark Bay, Western Australia.

Foraging behaviors have been documented as variable and adaptable for many cetaceans, and show both inter- and intra-population variability. Cetacean foraging techniques include, for example, lobtail and bubble net feeding in humpback...
whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae* (Borowski, 1781)) (Hain et al. 1982; Weinrich et al. 1992), cooperative hunting and strand feeding by killer whales (*Orcinus Orca* (L., 1758)) (Guinet 1991; Hoelzel 1991; Guinet and Bouvier 1995; Baird and Dill 1995), and bird-associated foraging and lunge feeding by minke whales (*Balaenoptera acutorostrata* Lacépède, 1804) (Hoelzel et al. 1989). Bottlenose dolphins (*Tursiops* spp.) are particularly well known for their foraging diversity, which can be population or site specific. They forage both in groups and individually (Shane et al. 1986), and have also adapted to human activity by following fishing boats to obtain discarded fish (皮革wood 1975; Chilvers and Cokeron 2001), visiting provisioning locations (Orams et al. 1996; Mann and Kemps 2003), and catching fish cooperatively with net fishers (Pryor et al. 1990; Simões-Lopes et al. 1998). Additional tactics include using their rostra to dig into the substrate (Rossbach and Herzing 1997; Nowacek 2002; Mann and Sargeant 2003), smacking their tails on the water surface over shallow seagrass beds to disturb prey (Connor et al. 2000; Nowacek 2002), whacking fish with their tails (Shane 1990; Nowacek 2002), foraging with the aid of marine sponges worn over their rostra (Smolker et al. 1997; Mann and Sargeant 2003), and stirring up sediment to trap fish (Lewis and Schroeder 2003), among other behaviors (e.g., Leatherwood 1975; Würsig 1986; Mann and Sargeant 2003; Gazda et al. 2005). Despite these reports, only a few studies attempt to quantify and explain individual variation.

In Shark Bay, our longitudinal study of wild bottlenose dolphin (*Tursiops* sp.) mothers and calves has documented 13 distinct foraging tactics that are not used equally among individuals (Mann and Sargeant 2003). At least two levels of differentiation are apparent: specialization and rarity. In some cases, individuals may specialize, by using a few tactics relative to those of the population (i.e., reduced niche or diet breadth; Levins 1968), differing from others in the population (e.g., Bolnick et al. 2003), consistently utilizing particular tactics (e.g., diet consistency; Schindler et al. 1997), and (or) by distributing their foraging effort unequally across tactics (e.g., evenness or dominance). At another level, tactics either are used widely in the population or are rare (used by a few individuals) regardless of the level of individual specialization. One such behavior, beach hunting, involves individual dolphins surging partially or fully out of the water and onto the beach to catch single fish (Berggren 1995; Mann and Sargeant 2003). The prevalence of this behavior in a handful of known individuals and relative ease of observation (compared with subsurface behaviors) offered the potential to observe details on its development, including the possibility of teaching and other learning mechanisms.

Some characteristics of beach hunting are shared by delphinids at several other locations. Killer whales intentionally strand themselves on sand beaches to catch pinnipeds in the surf zone in Argentina (Lopez and Lopez 1985; Hoelzel 1991) and on the beaches of the Crozet Archipelago (Guinet and Bouvier 1995). Humpback dolphins (*Sousa plumbea* (G. Cuvier, 1829)) near the Bazaruto Archipelago in the Indian Ocean have been noted to push fish onto exposed sand banks at low tide and to surge partially onto the banks to catch them (Peddemors and Thompson 1994). Finally, common bottlenose dolphins (*Tursiops truncatus* (Montagu, 1821)) use estuarine mud flats in several areas of the southeastern United States (Hoese 1971; Rigley 1983; Petricig 1993), the Colorado River Delta (Silber and Fertl 1995), and Portugal (dos Santos and Lacerda 1987) to trap fish (reviewed by Silber and Fertl 1995). In all cases, substrates such as sandy beaches, estuarine mudflats, or exposed sand banks are used to isolate and catch prey. These behaviors also share some risk of becoming stranded on land, which has been documented in killer whales (Condy et al. 1978; Guinet and Bouvier 1995). However, motor patterns, social context, and prey type vary substantially. For example, "strand-feeding" bottlenose dolphins in the southeastern United States create a bow wave, often as a group, sending many fish onto the exposed bank (Hoese 1971; Rigley 1983). This can be contrasted with beach hunting by bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay, as they forage individually, chasing singular prey for hundreds of metres parallel to and onto the beach.

Here we examined social, ecological, and developmental factors that are associated with the development and use of this rare and potentially dangerous foraging tactic. Our interest was two-fold. We sought to examine the interplay of factors that may contribute to the development of foraging skills, as well as how these factors could allow for individual variation where only a handful of animals engage in beach hunting. We used detailed observations of individuals to assess level of specialization, developmental timing, and possible modes of behavioral development, in tandem with habitat assessments to determine if the behavior was correlated with ecological variables. We also determined whether mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) patterns were consistent with vertical transmission. Our findings provide insight into the behavioral diversity shown by bottlenose dolphins and suggest that multiple approaches are required to understand causes of individual variation.

**Materials and methods**

Observations were conducted at Cape Peron, Peron Peninsula, Shark Bay, Western Australia (25°47′S, 113°43′E; Fig. 1) as part of the ongoing long-term dolphin research project. Individuals were identified by fin shape and markings, with the aid of photo-identification (Würsig and Würsig 1977). Sexes were determined by presence of a dependent calf and (or) views of the ventral area (Smolker et al. 1992), and DNA analyses (as described in Krützen et al. 2003). Adults were identified based on size, presence of a dependent calf, and (or) age estimates based on speckling (Smolker et al. 1992). Juveniles included animals weaned from their mothers (no longer in infant position) but younger than designated minimum adult ages. Calves were identified by being in infant position with their mothers (in contact, under the mother) (Mann et al. 2000). Calf age classes were defined by year of life (i.e., class 0 = 0–3 months, class 1 = 3–12 months, class 2 = 12–24 months, etc.).

**Behavioral observations**

Beach hunting is characterized by frequent fast swims in shallow water (less than 3 m from shore), creating a trail of water off the dorsal fin, as dolphins chase individual fish parallel to and then onto the beach surface. It frequently in-
volves surging out of the water onto the beach with the ventrum touching the substrate ("partial beaching"). Occasionally the dolphin emerges almost completely out onto the beach, which we refer to as "full beaching". The dolphin surges onto the beach, catches the fish in its mouth, and then returns to the water by means of a "u-turn" (Fig. 2). During beaching, the dolphin often has to wiggle side to side as it returns to the water. During field observations conducted in 1991–1997, 1999, and 2001–2004, four adult females that regularly engaged in beach hunting (at least once in >1 year) were identified (Table 1). Five of their offspring also engaged in beach hunting, and three other dolphins were observed engaging in it once (Table 1).

Initial data collected in 1991–1993 and 1996–1997 and data collected in 2004 include ad libitum sampling and photo-identification of dolphins in the area of Cape Peron, which were used to identify beach hunting dolphins and their associates. Additionally, film footage of foraging dolphins at Cape Peron recorded in 2004 was available courtesy of the BBC. Footage was used to determine only (i) prey types captured and (ii) beach hunting by a juvenile offspring of a beach hunting female.

Twenty-three focal animal follows (Altmann 1974; Mann 1999) were conducted on mother–calf pairs that engaged in beach hunting on a total of 19 days (1999–2004, except 2000), resulting in 51 h of focal data (Table 2). Point sampling was used to collect data on activities, group compositions, mother–calf distance, and other variables for focal mothers and calves every minute. Foraging bouts were defined as the duration of foraging, from onset to offset. This was identified by consistent point sample calls, starting with the first foraging point sample and ending with the first non-foraging point sample. Because beach hunting occurs in very shallow coastal waters, it can be viewed from both land and boats. Some observations were made from land (either a cliff overlooking a beach or the beach itself), during which beach hunting could be viewed in detail ("land-based observations"). Dolphins were generally close enough for visual and photo-identification from land, with the aid of binoculars if necessary. Other observations were made from a 4.5 m boat that could follow the dolphins when they headed to deeper water ("boat-based observations"). In all, we obtained 28 h of land-based observations and 23 h of boat-based observations. If dolphins moved too far from shore for recognition during land-based observations, the follow either ended or was continued by boat-based observers. Because beach hunting occurs only within metres of the shore and there was a natural break in the data (dolphins tended to be either well within or well beyond 20 m from shore), focal behavioral data were classified as inshore if the dolphin was less than or equal to 20 m of a beach shore and offshore if farther than 20 m. Foraging data were gathered on two beach hunting adult females and other frequent associates ad libitum. Group composition was determined using a 10 m chain rule, i.e., dolphins within 10 m of any group member were considered part of the group (Smolker et al. 1992). Other foraging behaviors (not beach hunting) were categorized according to Mann and Sargeant (2003).

Focal data (1999, 2001–2004) were used to calculate activity budgets, developmental patterns, and foraging rates. Additionally, to examine rates of beach hunting and minimum capture success rates, only land-based observations conducted in 2002 were used (18 h). Because land-based observers were in closer proximity to foraging dolphins, stages of beach hunting and presence of fish could be recorded more consistently. During boat-based observations, observers generally maintained larger distances (>300 m) to avoid disturbing the dolphins.

With so few individuals engaging in beach hunting, hypothesis testing is limited owing to small sample sizes. However, the small sample is unlikely a result of sampling bias, but rather because of the rarity of the behavior. Within individual beach hunters, we tested whether the foraging budgets, group sizes, and association patterns differed between being inshore and being offshore using nonparametric statistics. For the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests, sample sizes vary because this method excludes cases in which paired values are equal (difference to be ranked is zero).
Tidal data

Tidal data for a site nearby (Monkey Mia) were used to estimate times of high and low waters, as well as tidal height. Each beach hunting bout was categorized as occurring during incoming or outgoing tide and during high or low tidal heights. We determined the corresponding tidal height in Australian chart datum (height above lowest astronomical tide) for each bout. To control for variation in the strength of tides, tidal heights were then categorized according to the range of all tidal heights for the years with focal observations (1999, 2001–2004). The minimum, maximum, and mean predicted tidal heights were 0.18, 2.48, and 1.40 m, respectively. We then categorized tidal heights during foraging as high (above mean tidal height) and low (below mean tidal height). Within each focal individual, we tested whether the frequency of beach hunting was higher than expected (based on observation effort) during incoming and high tides using \( \chi^2 \) tests. To account for variable observation times in each tide category, we adjusted the expected frequency according to time observed in each category. One individual (RUM) was not used in the analysis of incoming and outgoing tide since s/he was not observed in both categories.

Associates

A highly conservative minimum number of associates in the area was estimated from focal, scan, and ad libitum data. Because many individuals in this area have not been individually identified, we included only identified dolphins to ensure individuals were not counted twice, so the true number of associates is likely to be much greater. Because it was clear which dolphins had engaged in beach hunting, we will refer those who have ever used beach hunting as “beach hunters” and all others as “non-beach hunters”. To determine whether beach hunters preferentially associate, we compared the number of days each focal beach hunter associated with at least one other beach hunter (except her current calf) to the number of days with at least one non-beach hunter. We tested for differences in association inshore and offshore because we anticipated that there may be fewer dolphins using the shallow inshore areas. We used Fisher’s exact tests to examine these differences for each focal female.

Genetic analyses

As part of a larger study, genetic data were obtained from biopsy samples (Krützen et al. 2002) of 4 beach hunters, 1 non-beach hunter associate, and 31 other individuals near Cape Peron. Sample processing and DNA extractions were carried out as described in Krützen et al. (2004). mtDNA haplotypes were determined by sequencing the first hyper-variable region of the mitochondrial control region, using primers dlp 1.5 and dlp 3R (Krützen et al. 2004). The resulting polymerase chain reaction product of 355 base pairs was automatically sequenced on an ABI 377 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California).

Habitat use

To examine whether use of coastal areas is associated with use of beach hunting, we used scans to determine the presence of dolphins within a designated 1 km long coastal area where beach hunting typically occurred. Scans were conducted from cliffs at East Peron Beach for 96 h on 19 days in June and July 2002. Presence or absence of dolphins in a defined inshore area (East Peron beaching area; Figs. 1, 3) was determined every 15 min, as well as the number and identities of animals when possible. Our high vantage point and the shallow, sandy nature of the area enabled us to easily
determine the presence of dolphins, and the majority of scans were conducted in fair conditions (beaufort state <3). The East Peron Beach area is very shallow, typically less than 2 m deep compared with depths of 6–9 m outside the area, with a sloping sandy beach. Additionally, a sudden drop-off to deeper water (roughly 500 m from the shore) creates a distinctive visual and physical border enabling us to easily categorize dolphins as within the East Peron Beach area (Fig. 3). Although beach hunting has been observed occurring along many kilometres of coastline, the East Peron Beach is used frequently by beach hunters and is conducive to observation of foraging dolphins because of road and beach access. Using scans, we tested whether beach hunters were present in the East Peron beaching area on more days than non-beach hunters. We tested only days with scans in which the identities of all dolphins present were known, which should not be biased towards either group.

**Results**

**Description of beach hunting**

We observed the occurrence of beach hunting at Peron 98 times (distinct foraging bouts) for seven individuals (four adults: REG, RHY, TBA, CHC; three of their calves: RUM, MEY, BES) during focal follows and ad libitum data collection from 1999 to 2004. At least 28 of these bouts involved full beaching, which was performed at least once by each adult. Although calves and juveniles were observed beach hunting and partial beaching, none were ever observed using full beaching. When ad libitum data on the two non-mother females (TBA and CHC) were excluded and only mother-calf focal data were examined, 63 beach hunting bouts were observed, 18 of which involved full beaching events (Table 2). Identified prey include mullets (*Mugil cephalus* L., 1758 and *Liza argentea* (Quoy and Gaimard, 1825)) and longtoms (*Tylosurus gavialoides* (Castelnau, 1873)), and in all cases individuals pursued only one fish at a time. Cooperative and coordinated foraging was not observed, even though several individuals occasionally engaged in beach hunting simultaneously within metres of each other while pursuing different fish.

During land-based observations in 2002 (18 focal h), 45 beach hunting bouts for two focal mother–calf pairs were recorded. Twenty (44%) of these bouts involved dolphins coming partially out onto the beach. Full beaching was less common, occurring 13 times (29%). Successful captures by focal dolphins were identified for 12 of the 45 observed beach hunting bouts. Ten of these 12 occasions involved partial or full beaching. These behaviors (high speed swims near the shoreline and surging onto the beach) were only used in foraging contexts, typically with prey seen.

**Foraging specializations**

To determine the diversity and degree of specialization of foraging tactics used by beach hunters, we examined whether focal adult female beach hunters foraged differently inshore versus offshore, how they distributed their foraging
time among foraging tactics, and how many foraging tactics they used. Treating observation days as independent, we found no significant differences in percent time foraging inshore versus offshore for either female (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks tests; REG: inshore — n = 12, median = 9.0, minimum = 0.0, maximum = 23.8; offshore — n = 13, median = 0.0, minimum = 0.0, maximum = 50.0; Z = –1.02, p = 0.308, n = 12; RHY: inshore — n = 8, median = 2.2, minimum = 0.0, maximum = 22.2; offshore — n = 8, median = 0.2, minimum = 0.0, maximum = 77.5, Z = –0.67, p = 0.500, n = 5), indicating that their overall foraging budgets are similar in both areas. However, REG was inshore 55% of her observation time, while RHY was inshore 39% of her observation time. Therefore, to determine the degree of specialization, we calculated the proportion of foraging time that they engaged in various foraging tactics, which also better reflects foraging given habitat use. REG predominantly (57%) used beach hunting, whereas RHY predominantly (66%) used mill foraging (characterized by direction changes on each surface and irregular surfacings). Therefore, both used the rare tactic of beach hunting, but they predominantly used different tactics. Additionally, REG used five identified foraging tactics, while RHY used three. RHY’s foraging tactics (aside from beach hunting) were moderate and deep water (≥4 m) behaviors, while REG frequently engaged in other tactics associated with shallow water (<4 m). Despite using more tactics, REG may be considered more specialized in beach hunting in terms of niche evenness, since it was her predominant tactic.

Of the 45 systematic land-based observations of beach hunting from 2002 in which stages of beaching and success could be determined more consistently, the two focal mothers (REG, RHY) engaged in beach hunting a combined total of 35 times during focal follows. REG and RHY had beach hunting rates of 2.1 bouts per h of observation (7.7 h observation) and 1.7 bouts per h of observation (10.4 h observation), respectively. Their minimum success rates (percentage of bouts in which fish captures were observed) were 36% and 31%, respectively. In some cases dolphins failed to capture fish during a beach hunting bout. After consideration of observation time per female, REG uses beach hunting more frequently than RHY and may also have slightly higher success.

Calf development

To determine the time-course of beach hunting development by calves, we examined whether and how much calves of different ages engaged in beach hunting using calves observed frequently (born 1998–2002). All but one calf born to beach hunters were observed beach hunting themselves, although that calf was only observed on 4 days. Calves used beach hunting and occasionally partially beached, placing their ventral surfaces on the sand. However, no calves were ever observed full beaching or definitely catching fish while beach hunting. The number of beach hunting bouts observed in the calves by age class is shown in Table 3, along with the beach hunting rates (bouts per h of observation) for two calves observed in 2002. To address exposure of calves to maternal beach hunting, we determined the average percentage of maternal beach hunting bouts that calves were in the same group as their mothers (Fig. 4). Younger calves appeared to wait separately from their mothers when mothers were beach hunting, but then seemed to stay closer to mothers at older ages. We also attempted to record any behaviors consistent with teaching (sensu Caro and Hauser 1992). However, mothers were never observed attending to their calves or altering their foraging behavior in response to calf presence during beach hunting, presenting no evidence for teaching. Full beaching is a late-developing behavior compared with the majority of foraging behaviors used in Shark Bay (Mann and Sargeant 2003).

After weaning, RUM was observed during 2002 scans and as an associate of focal dolphins during 2002 and 2003, at which time she was never observed beach hunting. Film footage from 2004 showed RUM, then a 5 year old juvenile, beach hunting and partially beaching while tightly associating with her mother REG and younger sibling MEY.

Effects of tide and stranding risk

We hypothesized that beach hunting would be more likely to occur in incoming tides and high tides, as we predicted stranding risk would be lower during this time. It is also possible that access to shallows is restricted during low tides, or that beach hunting could be related to tidal movements of prey. Three of four individuals tested engaged in beach hunting during incoming tide significantly more than expected (Fig. 5). The fourth individual (MEY) showed a similar pattern, although it was not significant (χ²1 = 3.64, p = 0.056, n = 2). High tide, however, did not appear to be a factor for the occurrence of beach hunting. One of the five dolphins (RHY) used beach hunting significantly more in low tide than expected (χ²1 = 6.63, p = 0.01, n = 16). Tests should be interpreted with caution because expected values were often <5 for calves because of low behavioral rates.

Cape Peron dolphins: beach hunters and their associates

To examine the possibility of horizontal or oblique social learning, patterns of association between beach hunters and non-beach hunters were determined. Based on photo-identification methodology, we identified a minimum of 25 individuals in association with the two beach hunting focal females (1999–2004), excluding their offspring and other beach hunters (CHC, TBA). Two frequent associates (TAI, WEL) have been observed regularly in groups with beach hunters since 1993. Thus, despite consistent association with
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many other dolphins, regular use of beach hunting in the Cape Peron area currently appears restricted to just four adult females and their offspring.

Average daily group size was significantly larger offshore (>20 m from shore) than inshore (≤20 m from shore) for both focal females (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test; REG: inshore — \( n = 12 \), median = 1.9, minimum = 2.0, maximum = 6.0; offshore — \( n = 13 \), median = 3.1, minimum = 1.1, maximum = 6.9; \( Z = -2.35 \), \( p = 0.019 \), \( n = 12 \); RHY: inshore — \( n = 8 \), median = 3.0, minimum = 1.0, maximum = 4.0; offshore — \( n = 9 \), median = 4.8, minimum = 2.7, maximum = 8.2; \( Z = -2.38 \), \( p = 0.017 \), \( n = 8 \)). REG spent 44% of her time with other dolphins (not including her current calf) compared with 77% for RHY. There was no significant difference in association with beach hunters versus non-beach hunters across days for RHY or REG (Table 4). However, the top three associates (by percentage of time with other dolphins, excluding offspring) for both REG

### Table 3. Number of beach hunting bouts for three calves, over all years of observation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calf ID</th>
<th>Calf year of life</th>
<th>Total no. of beach hunting bouts</th>
<th>Percentage of foraging time</th>
<th>2002 beach hunting rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No foraging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BES</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No foraging</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Percentage of maternal beach hunting bouts in which the dependent calf was in the same group as the mother, averaged for three calves (RUM, MEY, BES). Standard error bars are shown.

Fig. 5. Observed number of beach hunting bouts during incoming tide, and expected number based on time observed during incoming tide for four individuals. Asterisks indicate that observed frequencies are significantly different from expected frequencies (\( \chi^2 \) tests, \( p < 0.001 \)).
and RHY were exclusively adult female beach hunters. Degree of sociality may differ between the two females, with RHY tending to be in larger groups and tending to spend more time with non-beach hunters than REG, but this was not tested directly.

### Mitochondrial haplotypes

Similarity in mitochondrial haplotypes among beach hunting dolphins was examined to determine if matrilineal transmission was the primary mechanism of transmission, as has been found for another foraging tactic in Shark Bay (Krützen et al. 2005). We obtained genetic samples for four adult female beach hunters (REG, RHY, TBA, and CHC), as well as one frequent non-beach hunting associate and several others in the Cape Peron area (total of 36 individuals with known haplotypes). RHY, TBA, and CHC have the same haplotype (D), while REG has a different haplotype (H). TAI, who frequently associated with beach hunters for at least 11 years, has yet another haplotype (E). The D and E haplotypes appear to be fairly common for dolphins sampled in the area near Cape Peron (42% and 14% of 36 sampled, respectively). Interestingly, REG is the only dolphin with the H haplotype sampled near Cape Peron.

### Habitat use

To address whether habitat use contributes to the variation in use of beach hunting, we used scans to determine if beach hunters were present in shallow inshore areas more often than non-beach hunters. Of 19 scanning days and 400 scans, at least one dolphin was observed in the East Peron Beach Area on 18 days and 45% of scans. REG was present in the East Peron Beach Area on 10 days (53% of days) and for 95 scans (24% of scans). RHY was present on 9 days (47% of days) and for 69 scans (17% of scans). The identities of all individuals in the East Peron Beach Area could be determined on 106 of 181 scans and on 13 of 18 days when dolphins were present. Of the 13 days in which there was at least one scan with all identities known, at least one adult or juvenile beach hunter was present all 13 days. At least one non-beach hunter was present on 4 days. Beach hunters were present on significantly more days than non-beach hunters ($\chi^2_{11} = 4.8, p = 0.029, n = 17$). This is a conservative analysis, given that there were only four adult and one juvenile beach hunters in 2002 and they have associated with a minimum of 25 non-beach hunters.

### Discussion

In summary, we have shown that beach hunting corresponds with tidal state and habitat use, develops later than other foraging behaviors, does not occur strictly within matrilies, and may involve social learning (but not teaching, sensu Caro and Hauser 1992; see below). Additionally, we document that some dolphins are more specialized in beach hunting than other dolphins.

Individual and subgroup variations in foraging behaviors among cetaceans have been gaining increasing attention (e.g., Rendell and Whitehead 2001; Nowacek 2002; Mann and Sargeant 2003). In some cases, this variability may represent individual foraging specializations. Although exact definitions in the literature vary and depend on the resource in question, individual foraging specializations are generally viewed in terms of narrower use of foraging behaviors, feeding technique, or prey species by an individual relative to the population at large (Partridge and Green 1985; Kohda 1994; Bolnick et al. 2003). To our knowledge, this study is the first to explicitly quantify foraging specializations for individual wild bottlenose dolphins by calculating foraging time budgets. Although bottlenose dolphins as species are well known for their diet breadth and versatile foraging behaviors, individuals use different tactics and can specialize (Mann and Sargeant 2003; this study). Interestingly, we found that two adult females which use this rare foraging tactic — beach hunting — are otherwise quite different. One female spends more time in shallow beach habitats, specializes in beach hunting (in terms of predominant tactics), has a higher success rate while beach hunting, and appears to be more solitary. The other female spends less time in shallow beach habitats, specializes in another foraging tactic used in deeper water, has a lower success rate while beach hunting, and appears to be more social. This indicates that dolphins overlapping in range can partition niche use, and may also show that once a dolphin learns one tactic it is not limited to that tactic alone. A rare and particularly challenging behavior need not limit the individual’s foraging repertoire. Our findings suggest the need for further research on intraspecific competition and niche partitioning in this species.

Beach hunting and full beaching in particular seem to develop later than many other foraging tactics studied in Shark Bay. Previous findings showed that most foraging tactics are used by calves within the first year of life (Mann and Sargeant 2003). Although beach hunting has been observed in one calf in the first year, full beaching was not observed for at least the first 5 years. These data suggest that complete development of beach hunting takes longer than other tactics, possibly because its complexity requires lengthy learning periods (Johnston 1982) and (or) because calves are continuing to develop physically (e.g., Noren et al. 2001, 2002). Limited experience and (or) physical abilities of calves may even increase the risk of stranding during beach hunting. The challenge or even danger of becoming stuck on the beach (e.g., Condy et al. 1978; Guinet and Bouvier 1995) is consistent with the fact that beach hunting occurs more during incoming tide, which could lower stranding...
risk. Prey behavior may also explain this pattern, however, as many fishes are known to migrate tidally (Gibson 2003). Complex foraging in Shark Bay bottlenose dolphins may help explain their unusually long dependency periods (3–6 years) (Mann et al. 2000) and the sizable overlap between independent foraging and nursing (Mann and Sargeant 2003). By addressing factors involved in calf foraging development and examining foraging abilities over time, this study provides supporting evidence that foraging complexity and learning correspond to longer periods of dependency.

Why is this behavior limited to so few individuals? We propose that it is likely a result of both habitat use and social learning. Individual foraging specializations can result from numerous proximate and ultimate factors, including patchy resource distribution and social learning (Partridge and Green 1985). Here, social learning, broadly defined, refers to “learning that is influenced by observation of, or interaction with, another animal (typically a conspecific) or its products” (Heyes 1994). Social learning in nonhuman animals has been gaining increasing attention (Heyes and Galef 1996; Rendell and Whitehead 2001; Fragaszy and Perry 2003; Laland and Hoppitt 2003) and is a potential mode of transmission of foraging behaviors (e.g., Wrangham et al. 1994; Terkel 1996; Laland and Williams 1997; Galef and Giraldeau 2001; Estes et al. 2003). Social learning in cetaceans has been suggested as the mode of transmission of acoustic behaviors (Janik and Slater 1997; Tyack and Sayigh 1997; Deecke et al. 2000; Noad et al. 2000; Rendell and Whitehead 2003) and foraging skills (Lopez and Lopez 1985; Hoelzel et al. 1989; Weinrich et al. 1992; Guinet and Bouvier 1995; Baird 2000; Mann and Sargeant 2003). In fact, most reports of similar foraging behaviors involving beaches or sand/mud flats mention social learning as the mechanism for transmission of the behavior (Lopez and Lopez 1985; Guinet 1991; Hoelzel 1991; Hoes 1971; Guinet and Bouvier 1995), although few studies attempt to examine this directly (but see Guinet and Bouvier 1995). Beach hunters preferentially associate and may have learned the behavior socially, and this appears especially likely for calves of beach hunters. The only calves ever observed beach hunting were born to beach hunters. Calves have extensive exposure to the beach hunting bouts of mothers and associates, and may increase involvement with age. Older calves stay close to their mothers during beach hunting, occasionally even chasing the same fish as the mother. Calf habitat use is essentially determined by that of the mother, and exposure to the area that would result in foraging development qualifies as social learning (e.g., local enhancement; Heyes 1994). All beach hunting adults are females, similar to other female-biased foraging behaviors in this population (Mann and Sargeant 2003) and is also consistent with matrilineal transmission of the behavior. Several factors may promote development and (or) continued use of maternal foraging tactics in females as opposed to males, including the fact that female offspring may be more likely to have habitat-use patterns similar to their mothers’. In terms of evolutionary pressures, selection to learn socially or to develop foraging skills may be stronger for females than for males because food resources generally limit female reproduction in this species.

Do dolphins actively “teach” foraging tactics to others? Caro and Hauser (1992) defined teaching as behaviors that are modified only in the presence of a naïve observer, are costly to the actor, and result in increased learning by the observer compared to if it had not been exposed to the actor’s actions. Although the notion of teaching in animals has been popularly entertained, unequivocal evidence for teaching in nonhuman animals has not been shown. Possible cases have been found in birds, carnivores, primates, and cetaceans (Caro and Hauser 1992), with a few studies indicating that teaching may occur in killer whales. Killer whale adults may teach juveniles how to intentionally stand on the beach while hunting pinnipeds, by aiding in practice attempts and providing prey rewards (Lopez and Lopez 1985; Guinet 1991; Guinet and Bouvier 1995). Beach hunters in Shark Bay never assisted calves or juveniles or modified their behavior in the presence of naïve observers. With ample opportunity to observe such behaviors if they occurred, we suggest that this behavior does not involve teaching.

Because beach hunters use shallow beach areas significantly more than others, habitat use is highly related to the behavior. Although the importance of habitat use does not exclude social learning as a factor, without a comparison group that uses the shallow beach habitat as much as beach hunters, we cannot definitively conclude whether individual learning combined with habitat use is sufficient for beach hunting development, or if social learning is involved. It should be noted that beach hunting has also been used by four other females in our main study area near Monkey Mia, where mother–calf observations have been conducted since 1988 (observations on 46 mothers and their 83 calves, total ~1600 focal h). These dolphins, however, have never been observed full beaching while hunting. Similarly, these dolphins are frequent associates and also appear to use shallow waters with sand beaches frequently. Three of them are provisioned at Monkey Mia (Mann and Kemps 2003) and tend to range closely to that coastal site. Monkey Mia is roughly 40 km from Cape Peron, and these dolphins do not overlap in range with Cape Peron dolphins. In summary, these data suggest that beach hunting may develop from vertical transmission from mothers to calves but also from individual learning by those who frequent coastal areas. Horizontal or oblique transmission may also occur in adults. Genetic comparisons were consistent with either individual learning or horizontal or oblique transmission, but not with strict matrilineal transmission.

Multiple factors are likely to be involved in the development of foraging behaviors in cetaceans, and maternal influence appears to be particularly important in Tursiops spp. Both ecological and social patterns must be examined carefully to determine their relative importance. We encourage future studies of foraging variation at the individual level that can better address roles of specialization, niche partitioning and habitat use, life history, and social influences. Such studies are critical to understanding the importance of foraging areas to dolphins, species often heavily influenced by coastal development and habitat loss.
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